STOLEN BOAT
1997 Ski Centurion Wave & Sport Boat Trailer

HIN #: FINZ6711I697
- Hull: White w/teal green
- Graphics: “WAVE” on topsides
- “Sky Ski” decal on bow
- Upholstery: White & Carpet: Gray
- Canvas Cover: Black w/teal green trim
- 6’ wake board pylon pole, Clarion CD player

OK REG #: OK 7679 CJ
- 1997 Mercruiser Model 350 -- 260 hp;
  Inboard Motor #: OK146332
- 1997 single axle Sport Boat Trailer w/chrome wheels & disc brakes; “Sun & Ski Sport” decals on trailer sides
- Trailer VIN: 4FBB52010V1002579

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Sun & Ski Sports, 10109 Nth May Avenue,
Oklahoma City, OK
DATE OF INCIDENT: July 22, 2001
POLICE AGENCY: #0701434; Village Police (405) 751-9564

REWARD
$1,500.00

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel and trailer, and/or the arrest and conviction of individuals involved in the theft. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery of stolen property. Parties, or accomplices to theft of missing property, are ineligible for reward. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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